


Without change there is no innovation, 
creativity, or incentive for improvement. 
Those who initiate change will have a 
better opportunity to manage the change 
that is inevitable.

The best innovation start with a purpose 
a focus on why it’s needed and who will 
benefit from it.

At Digifort, our focus is on delivering 
innovation that helps our customers work 
smarter, do more, and have freedom of 
choice.

We Move 
Forward

Do you want to

Improve operational performance
Save money
Remain free of the restrictive and 
proprietary system

Then join the thousands who said “yes” 
to Digifort’s open platform VMS solution.



Since 2009, Digifort has been at the 
forefront of digital video surveillance 
revolution with our market-leading 
VMS, delivering a truly open platform 
and cutting-edge technologies through 
integrated solutions.

Whatever the future holds, apart 
from our own pioneering continual 
develoments, Digifort’s vision is to 
collaborate with many other technology 
manufacturers from physical security, 
building, automation management, 
machine, and deep learning software to 
enable our users or operators to quickly 
respond any major incidence and 
understand incident situational picture 
from all connected devices.

Our Mission
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Today’s Digifort’s award-winning VMS - a 
truly open platform, is offering unrivalled 
integrated solutions combined with 
highest-quality performance, compatibility 
with a low total cost of ownership.

Peel through the noise of extravagant/
intensive publicity and all those clever 
marketing strategies and Discover Digifort 
Difference. Our success has been by word 
of mouth.

We are undisputed as:

Digifort
Today

The easiest to use and learn thanks to 
our smart, intuitive GUI from juts right-
click of your mouse.

The most stable thanks to our solid and 
performance driven philosophy.

The most responsive and less CPU and 
RAM intensive.

The most efficient VMS as it is extremely 
light on IT infrastructure thanks to the 
dynamic stream management from any 
network cameras.

The fastest and most powerful failover 
and failback in the world, and we are 
the only VMS that can failover and 
failback Video Analytics, Number Plate 
Recognition as well as I/O boards thanks 
to our smart integration.

“

“
“
“

“



This document is a 
collection of reference site 
available throughout the 
world, supplied to us by 
our distributors. Not every 
site is referenced, some are 
considered high-risk and its 
details cannot be revealed.

Must be a Digifort Distributor
Only Digifort distributor are allowed to 
contribute to the reference site catalogue.

Must have approval from the end-user
Digifort requires that the distributor has approval 
to publish the site details.

Want to add 
your site?

What is 
required?

Global
Reference
Project

>

>

Digifort Vertical Market
Contents

Safe City Sector

Public Venue & Stadium Sector

Transportation Sector

Commercial Sector

Education Sector

Retail Sector

Healthcare Sector

Banks Sector

Shipping Port Sector

Hospitality Sector

Word Of Mouth
As the name implies, word-
of-mouth testimony is any 
instance where consumers share 
information about a product or 
organization with one another, 
and benefit from the experience 
of others. They come from 
people like you and cannot be 
bought. 

The references contained 
in this booklet are about 
people behind the scenes, the 

customers, who are happy to 
share the satisfaction of the 
products delivered and the 
stable performance they are 
experiencing as promised.

If you want to generate 
valuable word-of-mouth, it 
is as simple as ensuring your 
product and services meet 
the highest standards leading 
to satisfaction, trust and 
commitment.



Banks
Sector
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UNION NATION 
BANK

UAE

The headquarters are in 
Abu Dhabi. The bank offers 

a variety of products and 
services, addressing needs. 

Electronic delivery channels, 
ably supported by an extensive 

network of banking centers 
encompassing over 56 locations 

across all the Emirates.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1248 Channels

Failover

NOOR BANK

UAE

Application

Digifort Enterprise
240 Channels

ZİRAAT BANK

Istanbul, Turkey

Agricultural Bank of the 
Republic of Turkey, commonly 

known as Ziraat Bankası, is a 
state-owned bank in Turkey 

founded in 1863. Ziraat Bank 
is the second biggest Turkish 

bank. The bank operates at 
85 locations in 16 countries 

around the world.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
238 Channels

40 FailOver

SHARJAH 
ISLAMIC BANK

UAE

MASHREQ BANK

UAE

Application

Digifort Enterprise
350 Channels

Application

Digifort Enterprise
342 Channels
Failover



Commercial
Sector
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SCAPARTOIS
(E. LECLERC)

Tilloy-lès-Mofflaines,
France

The Scapartois, the central purchasing 
department of the E. Leclerc movement 
has laid in April the first stone of its 
extension, in Tilloy-les-Mofflaines, in the 
Arrageois.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
160 Channels
License Plate Recognition

CHEMICAL 
FIBER PLANT

Hsinchu, Taiwan

The textile industry is one of the 
basic commodity industries and 

was also the Far Eastern Group’s 
first business fields. Far Eastern 
Textile, the Group’s core textile 

business, was established in 1949

Application

Digifort Enterprise
Alarm Board

NESTLE 
KABIRWALA 
PLANT & 
NESTLE HQ 
LAHORE

Kabirwala & Lahore, 
Pakistan

Nestlé Pakistan is headquartered in Lahore, 
with four production facilities across the 
country. Digifort video surveillance solution 
is planted including 222 cameras.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
190 Cameras are in plant &
168 cameras are in Lahore HQ



Since 1972, Transfármaco provides first-class 
comprehensive logistics solutions. Its work 
is the safe and efficient distribution of the 
products that each client trusts.

Transfármaco was looking for a better 
control of stock, supervision of shipments or 
reception of superior merchandise or simply 
to improve specific situations within the 
work processes that generated losses for 
the company.

Vivotek in Argentina & Brazil, met with 
the certified Lematron Integrator and 
its wholesale importer Selnet SA and 
conducted an analysis of the context. They 
decided to replace the analogue technology 
already installed in the 3 plants, by Vivotek 
IP infrastructure.

The installation of the Digifort software was 
a key complement when simplifying the 
monitoring tasks. It allowed to save time 
and automate work previously done by 
security professionals. It also facilitated the 
control of sensors and lighting, combined 
with IP cameras, as well as the surveillance 
of opening and closing of doors, gates and 
exhibition curtains.
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TRANSFARMACO
(TRF)

Buenos Aires, 
Argentina

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1000 Channels

GEODIS

Paris, France

GEODIS leader in logistics also owns a company SEM GEODIS 
Warehouses and general stores specialized in the administration 
of buildings and other real estate in the field of logistics, the 
Paris site is more than 140 000m. One of his main clients is 
AMAZON. The site is equipped with more than 200 cameras 
operated from a security PC 24h / 24h, 7J / 7J. Access control 
is achieved through 4 license plate reading cameras. Safety is 
an important topic and every year important camera number is 
added as well as the input of new analysis technology.

Application

License Plate Recognition

The factory is located the Shek 
Kong Stabling Sidings in Yuen 

Long and aims to provide testing 
and maintenance services for the 
newly bought trains for the Hong 
Kong section of the Guangzhou-

Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express 
Rail Link (Express Rail Link).

Application

Digifort Professional

HONG KONG 
EXPRESS RAIL 
YUEN LONG 
FACTORY

Yuen Long,
Hong Kong



CITIC TELECOM 
TOWER

Kwai Chung,
Hong Kong

CITIC Telecom International Group 
Co., Ltd. is a telecommunications 
service operator under CITIC, 
providing voice, mobile messaging, 
data and telecommunications 
services solutions for telecom 
operators, mobile operators and 
Internet service providers. Located 
at Kwai Chung Hong Kong and 
completed in 1997. Replacing for old 
analog CCTV system is needed and 
Digifort solution is installed because 
of its user friendliness functions.

Application

Digifort Professional
60 Channels (expand to 400)

LEVAPARC operator of 21 parking for the 
city of Levallois. More than 1,200 cameras 
installed with centralized operation displayed 
on video wall in a PC Security. In underground 
parks, permanent monitoring, human and 
video surveillance of color digital technology, 
24 hours a day and 7 days a week, doors 
and gates filtering access, ensure optimum 
protection of people and property.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1200 Channels

LEVAPARC

Levallois, France

SANOFI

Paris, France

Sanofi S.A. is a French multinational 
pharmaceutical company headquartered in 

Paris, France. Large global group developing 
drugs in all types of disease around the world. 
80% of French sites are equipped with 150 to 

400 cameras per site with Digifort.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
 150 - 400 Channels per site

Application

Digifort Professional
License Plate Recognition (LPR)

International Group supplier of the 
world’s leading automobile manufacturer. 
DIGIFORT  equip it’s new research center 
with, 50 cameras including 10 thermal 
imaging cameras, vehicle entry / exit on 
license plate reading, connected with 
access control and intrusion detection.

PLASTIC 
OMNIUM

Île-de-France, France

15



INDIGO is a Leading company 
in the world of parking. More 
than 3 000 FULL HD IP 
cameras deployed in 2017 in 
renovation and new parks with 
packaged Digifort server.

INDIGO

Île-de-France, 
France

Application

Digifort Enterprise
3000 Channels

Catering company for airlines on Paris Roissy 
Charles de Gaulle and Paris Orly with more than 
600 cameras on 5 sites assembled with access 
control and intrusion.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
600 Channels

SERVAIR

Tremblay-en-France, 
France

AIX LES BAINS

Savoie, France

AIX LES BAINS, nice thermal city 
has equipped it’s parking with the 

Digifort VMS solution 3 different 
car parks are operated remotely. 
This solution managing a total of 

150 cameras spread over 3 servers 
located in a computer room of the 

city, with client stations for the 
display in car parks.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
150 Channels

FORTUNE 
PHARMACAL 
CO. LTD

Yuen Long,
Hong Kong

Fortune Pharmacal Company 
Limited was founded in 1954 and 

bought the land at Yuen Long 
Industrial Estate in 2014 as a new 
high standard factory to produce 
the products in Hong Kong. The 

company is a leading trusted 
pharmaceutical company which 

operates and produces medicines 
such as colds, colds, fever, 

digestion, respiratory tract, throat 
and mouth, and halo.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
100 Channels

CANON 
MARKETING 
MALAYSIA

Glenmarie, Malaysia

Canon Marketing (Malaysia) Sdn 
Bhd started its operations in 
1987 and today it has became 
a major corporate player in 
Malaysia. The building is located 
at Tower 6 of the UOA Business 
Park in Glenmarie, which is 
strategically located along the 
Federal Highway.

Application

Digifort Professional
60 Channels
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AIRFOIL 
SERVICES

Selangor, Malaysia

Located on a 24,000 square 
metres site, the ASBB factory 

comprises 6,000 square 
metres of production floor 

space and approximately 
2,500 square metres of office 

space accommodating the 
current staff size of 455 

Employees.

Application

License Plate Recognition

PRESS METAL
BHD

Serawak, Malaysia

Press Metal Berhad is a Malaysian 
based aluminium company with an 
extensive global presence. From the 
modest beginning as a privately-
owned local aluminium extrusion 
company in 1986, The company has 
grown into a globally integrated 
aluminium corporation and become 
the largest integrated aluminium 
producer South East Asia.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
380 Channels
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TEIAS

Ankara, Turkey

TEIAS is responsible for the 
transmission of the electricity from 
production to the distribution 
networks that distribute it to the 
consumers. Transmission system 
has 66.453 km power transmission 
line, 729 substations, 163.849 
MVA transformer power and 12 
interconnection line with neighbour 
countries.

Application

Digifort Professional
500 Channels
Video Content Analytics

İÇDAŞ

Çanakkale, Turkey

Icdas, have been producing 
construction steel and alloyed 
steel since 1970, is the second 

biggest steel producer of 
Turkey with its production 
capacity. ICDAS ranked in 

the 6th place among the 500 
Biggest Industrial Enterprises 
of Turkey including the public 

sector in 2014.

Application

Digifort Standard, Professional
& Enterprise

548 Channels

COCA COLA 
FACTORY

İzmir, Turkey

Coca-Cola is among the most 
environmentally managed company 
in Turkey, the average annual 
water and energy consumption 
of 8 factories in Turkey and waste 
values   are below the world average, 
Izmir factory has pioneered in 
this regard. Coca-Cola Içecek, the 
6th largest bottler of the Coca-
Cola system according to sales 
volume, produced 9 thousand 500 
employees in 20 factories.

Application

Digifort Standard & Professional
232 Channels

FARBA 
(BAYRAKTARLAR 
HOLDING)

Bursa Fabrika - 
Gebze Fabrika, etc 
Turkey

The company was founded 
Bayraktar family in 1935. It started 

expanding with the efforts of 
the second generation, showing 

rapid advancement in the 
transportation of auto parts. The 

company’s business ventures 
broadened with the assistance 
of Haji Mehmet Bayraktar, and 
Bayraktarlar became one the 

leading companies of the region.

Application

Digifort Professional & Enterprise
624 Channels



GLI (GARP 
LINYIT 
İŞLETMELERI)

Tavsanlı, Turkey

Approximately 4.6% reserves 
of lignite are located in Turkey 
Tunçbilek. In Turkey where 50 
million tons of sellable lignite is 
produced annually, approximately 
7.5% of this production is realized 
by the Garp Lignite Plant (GLI).
GLI Organization Directorate is 
currently operating as an open-
air and underground company in 
Tavsanlı and Domaniç district of 
Kütahya.

Application

Digifort Professional
128 Channels

EFESAN GRUP

Istanbul, Turkey

Efesan Group started operations in 
the industries with the rolling mill 
established in 1972. Efesan Group 
expanded operations further with 

its investments in casting, logistics 
and the port industries, real estate 

development and construction 
industries, corresponding with its 
growth and development targets.

Application

Digifort Standard
208 Channels

Failover

İSKUR GROUP 
TEXTILE

Gaziantep - 
Kahramanmaras -  
Diyarbakır, Turkey

Iskur started its activities with 
production of cotton, gin and 
cotton oil and has become one of 
Turkey’s largest fully integrated 
production group of companies 
in the Turkish Textile Industry 
nowadays. Meanwhile the Group 
with thousands of employees 
has become an important player 
in various other businesses than 
textiles as well such as automotive, 
energy, and insurance services.

Application

Digifort Standard & Professional
172 Channels

MARMARA 
BİRLİK

Bursa, Turkey

Marmarabirlik is the largest olive 
producer in Turkey measured 

by purchasing, processing and 
sales capacity. The company 

has averagely 30,000 tons/year 
olive purchasing, processing, and 

sales capacity. In addition, the 
members of Marmarabirlik have 
28,500 number of olive farmers

Application

Digifort Standard & Enterprise
226 Channels

AKSA / AKKİM

Yalova, Turkey

Ak-Kim, the pioneer chemicals 
manufacturer of Turkey, 
manufactures inorganic and 
organic chemicals, textile auxiliary 
substances, paper and water 
chemicals, and cement grinding 
etc. And Aksa has manufactured 
carbon fiber with the work of 
Turkish engineers. Aksa, now a 
world leader, has played a key role 
in transforming Turkey to become 
the second largest acrylic fiber 
manufacturer after China.

Application

Digifort Professional
360 Channels

COUNTIES 
POWER

Auckland,
New Zealand

Counties Power delivers electricity 
through 3400 kms of network lines 

to more than 42,000 customers. 
The area we serve is one of the 

fastest growing in New Zealand. It 
is the job to ensure the network is 
maintained and any faults quickly 

repaired. The charge for our service 
is included in the power account 

connected consumers receive from 
their electricity retailer

Application

Digifort Professional
39 Channels
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ROSY BLUE

Antwerp, Belgium

With a long and distinguished 
history of excellence in the diamond 

industry, Rosy Blue is one of the 
world’s foremost diamantaires. 

Founded more than 50 years 
ago,  Rosy Blue continues to be 

a leading, trusted and successful 
player in the diamond industry. 

Thanks to a global marketing 
arrangement the Rosy Blue Alliance 
has presence in 12 countries around 

the world to become one of the 
largest and most trusted names in 

the global diamond industry.

Application

Digifort Standard

NATIONAL 
PETROLEUM 
CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY

Abu Dhabi, UAE

National Petroleum 
Construction Company is world 
class engineering, procurement 
and construction Company that 
provides total EPC solutions to 
both the offshore and onshore 
oil & gas sector. It provides 
engineering, procurement, 
project management 
fabrication, installation and 
commissioning to project 
owners and operators.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
164 Channels

ARCOR

Argentina

With more than 40 plants 
throughout Latin America, Arcor 

is the biggest candy manufacturer 
of the world. It specializes in the 

production of foodstuff, sugar and 
chocolate confectionery, cookies 

and ice cream. Currently, Arcor 
is the main foodstuff company in 

Argentina. In 2012 Arcor ranked 
1st. amongst the 100 most valuable 
companies of Argentina, according 

to the opinion of CEOs, financial 
analysts and journalists specialized 

in economics

Application

Digifort Enterprise
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BLUMENTAL

Bratislava, Slovakia

Records 110 cameras to one 
server, working with two 
workstations who displayed on 
6x43” LCD a 1x27” LCD in one 
security operators room.
Building complex was finished 
in year 2018.

Application

Digifort Professional
110 Channels

ARTHALAND 
CENTURY 
PACIFIC TOWER

Taguig, Philippines

The ArthaLand Century Pacific 
Tower is a 32-storey office building 

under construction in Bonifacio 
Global City in Taguig, Metro Manila, 

Philippines. The building have 21 
office floors, 14 elevators, and high-

end retail outlets and other retail 
establishments at the ground floor 

and podium.

Application

Digifort Professional

UNILEVER 
ARGENTINA

Munro, Argentina

With 90 years of history in 
Argentina, Unilever has eight 
production plants, two distribution 
centers, three regional research 
and development centers, 3,400 
suppliers, 565 clients and more 
than 4600 employees nationwide in 
the national market.

Application

Digifort Professional



Foxconn is a registered trademark of Hon 
Hai Precision Industry Co., Ltd. (“Foxconn”), 
which is a recognized global leader in 
providing complete IT solutions and consumer 
electronics production to manufacturing 
components for communication and electronic 
devices. It manufactures all the components 
of a personal computer with the exception 
of chips. Its customers are world renowned 
companies.

2 years ago, the main project for FOXCONN 
CZ (city Pardubice) consisting of 20 SERVERS 
with 976 cameras in total was delivered as 
designed successfully.
 
Foxconn has been a very satisfied customer/
user which a true proof of Digifort’s stability, 
ease of use and a high return on their 
investment.
 
The last phase project consisting of 6 
SERVERS with 424 camera licenses of 
DIGIFORT Enterprise has been once again 
delivered successfully.
 
They have now successfully replaced all the 
old camera systém in the branch factory 
FOXCONN CZ in city Kutna Hora with the 
latest, thanks to open platform VMS, Digifort.

FOXCONN CZ

Pardubice, Czech

Application

Digifort Enterprise
24 server with more than 1400 channels

BANDEIRANTE 
ENERGIA (EDP)

São Paulo, Brazil

EDP is a leading company in the energy sector 
that operates in the generation, distribution, 
transmission, commercialization and electric power 
solutions segments in the country. Headquartered 
in the city of São Paulo and with assets in 12 
Brazilian states.

To standardize the security system, to unify the 
models of all the operational units, to increase the 
speed of the operation and to guarantee greater 
reliability, EDP developed the Smart Control, Smart 
Entrances security project in its distribution service 
centers. In this project Digifort Enterprise Software 
was used to manage the solution of cameras, 
alarms, automation, audio, access control and 
virtual concierge.

The project was designed to guarantee the equity 
security of the 104 operating units of EDP São 
Paulo and also to reduce security costs - each of 
the 104 buildings needed at least three security 
guards to complete the 24-hour monitoring cycle, 
which required hiring more than 320 professionals 
to carry out the security of the whole complex, 
making the operation expense very high.

Energy company EDP has been able to reduce its 
security costs by 95% by changing its manual and 
physical security system by an electronic system 
that monitors, controls and alerts everything that 
happens in its infrastructures in real time.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
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CASINO 
GOLDEN PALACE

San Luis, Argentina

The name Golden Palace is 
synonymous with fun, good 

service and elegance. The 
excitement of the cloth tables 
is displayed in six roulettes, a 

Punto de Banca table, a Black 
Jack table, two Caribbean 
Poker tables, four Hold’em 

Poker tables, a Texas Bonus 
table and two Craps tables. 

Visitors will enjoy the free 
service of gastronomy, with 

varied craft delicacies, as well 
as different beverage options. 

Application

Digifort Standard

CASINO
NEW YORK

San Luis, Argentina

New York Casino located 
in the City of San Luis, 
was the first thematic 
casino in Latin America. 
It is a true reflection of 
the Big Apple, with its 
own Statue of Liberty, the 
Brooklyn Bridge, Little 
Italy, the Bronx and the 
unmistakable skyline of 
New York, which make 
up a unique place of 
entertainment.

Application

Digifort Standard

CASINO 
BUENOS AIRES

Buenos Aires, 
Argentina

At Casino Buenos Aires you can enjoy more than 120 
gaming tables & more than 1400 slots in pesos and dollars. 
Surveillance and LPR Solution for parking lot of the biggest 
Casino in Argentina. This LPR solutions avoids suspects 
players and gambling addicts to enter the casino.

Application

Digifort Standard
License Plate Recognition

CASINO 
TROPICANA

San Luis, Argentina

San Luis is the capital of the San Luis Province in central 
Argentina. In this city, you will find Casino Tropicana San 
Luis, which is the largest Casino Tropicana in the country. It 
is located on 935 Rivadavia Street, near the Plaza Pringles 
Park.

Application

Digifort Standard



AURA 
APARTMENTS

Auckland,
New Zealand

THE PARC 
APARTMENTS

Auckland,
New Zealand

ST LUKE’S 
GARDEN 
APARTMENTS

Auckland,
New Zealand

CVMS is a New Zealand owned 
and operated company designed 
to assist the CCTV industry through 
implementation of VSaaS (Video 
Surveillance as a Service) and an 
improved quality of service via a 
Certified Integrator Network.
 
With the provision of a dedicated 
network connection at each site, 
along with a pre-configured router, 
Firewalls, Virtual Environment and 
Enterprise Grade Storage, CVMS 
provide high speed, secure video 
upload to virtualised Digifort servers 
mirrored across Auckland City. By 
including a high-speed backhaul on 
the WAN, the CVMS service is like 
the Server is on site.
 
The CVMS VSaaS Solution is fully 
managed 24/7 - including software 
& firmware updates, system 
maintenance and remote assistance. 
VSaaS removes the requirement 
of CCTV Servers and UPS Systems BACCHUS 

APARTMENTS

Auckland,
New Zealand

THE QUAYS 
APARTMENTS

Auckland,
New Zealand

NEW ZEALAND

being housed on site – removing 
90% of the risk associated with 
surveillance hardware, on-going 
general maintenance costs and 
network faults. Proven total cost of 
ownership reduction over 36 months.

Aura Apartments
Digifort Enterprise, 45 channels

The Parc Apartments
Digifort Enterprise, 27 channels

St Luke’s Garden Apartments
Digifort Enterprise, 16 channels

Bacchus Apartments
Digifort Enterprise

The Quays Apartments
Digifort Enterprise

CVMS
Cloud
Video
Management
Solution
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Education
Sector
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NAZEER 
HUSSAIN 
UNIVERSITY

Karachi, Pakistan

Nazeer Hussain University 
(NHU), is one of the leading 

institutions of Higher Education 
in Pakistan. It was established 

in 2013. Digifort provides video 
surveillance solution including 

50 cameras to assist the 
univesity operation & activity.

Application

Digifort Professional
50 Channels

NUST 
UNIVERSITY 
ISLAMABAD

Islamabad, Pakistan

The National University of Sciences 
and Technology, commonly referred 
to as NUST, is a public university 
with main campus in Islamabad, 
Pakistan and other satellite 
campuses in different cities of 
Pakistan. Established in March 1991. 
As of 2016, NUST has over 15,000 
full-time students enrolled, over 
20 departments with over 1,280 
academic faculty staff.

Application

Digifort Professional
76 License for single site

MAHIDOL 
UNIVERSITY

Nakhon Pathom, 
Thailand

Mahidol University has its 
origins in the establishment 

of Siriraj Hospital in 1888, and 
the hospital’s medical school is 
the oldest institution of higher 

learning in Thailand, granting its 
first medical degree in 1893.

Application

Digifort Professional
100 Channels

License Plate Recognition



BLOOM 
EDUCATION

Dubai, UAE

Bloom Education operates globally 
recognized schools and nurseries in the 

UAE. By partnering with best-in-class 
education providers like Brighton College, 

Dwight Schools and MindChamps, the 
highest International standards in education 

are now within reach, close to home.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
520 Channels

AL RAHA 
SCHOOL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Raha International School (RIS) is a co-
educational private school situated in Al 
Raha Gardens, Abu Dhabi, UAE. RIS was 
the first school in Abu Dhabi to be fully 
authorised to offer all three IB programs.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
350 Channels
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ABU DHABI 
INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Abu Dhabi International School 
(AIS) is a private. The school 
was founded in 1992 by Mrs. 

Jihan Nasr, who has been 
dedicated to her educational 

mission. It has an international 
body of students and staff from 

over 70 nationalities.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
180 Channels

AMITY 
INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

The school is located on 
a state of the art 15 acre 
campus, and facilities include 
ICT rooms, language lab, 
special needs classrooms, 
auditorium, specialist Art 
rooms, black box theatre, 
drama room, and libraries for 
all educational stages.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
180 Channels

BRIGTON 
COLLEGE
ABU DHABI

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Brighton College Abu Dhabi 
offers a challenging learning 

environment, and a distinctive 
British independent school 

ethos which reflects the values 
and dynamic culture of Abu 

Dhabi and the UAE.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
457 Channels



NATIONAL 
CHUNG HSING 
UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY

Taichung, Taiwan

National Chung Hsing 
University Library is a seven-

floor-and-one-basement 
building with 2,000 reading 

seats, and situated at the 
center of NCHU.

Application

Digifort Enterprise

CITY 
UNIVERSITY OF 
HONG KONG

Kowloon Tong,
Hong Kong

City University of Hong Kong has 
established itself as one of the 
most innovative universities in 
Hong Kong, pioneering research 
in diverse fields that are of high 
relevance on pressing issues. It 
is a dynamic university uniquely 
located right at the heart of Asia’s 
World City where East meets 
West.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
300 Channels (expand to 800)
Video Content Analytics

REACH BRITISH 
SCHOOL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Reach British School is in the 
south of Abu Dhabi, teaching 
the National Curriculum for 
England to ages 3 to 15. 
The school now has over 
1300 students from over 45 
different nationalities.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
180 Channels

UNIVERSITY
OF MACAU

Taipa, Macau

University of Macau, located on the 
south side of Hengqin Port in Zhuhai 
City, Guangdong Province, China, 
between Huandao East Road and the 
west bank of the Cross Gate Waterway. 
It is worth mentioning that the campus 
has been included in the Macau Taipa 
area. The completion of the new 
campus has made the part of Hengqin 
Island a part of Macau and implemented 
Macao law in the Chinese mainland.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
2000 Channels (expand to 4000)



ERASMUS 
UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE 
BRUSSELS

Brussels, Belgium

Established in 1995, Erasmus 
University College, Brussels 
is a non-profit public higher 
education institution located in 
the urban setting of the large 
city of Brussels (population 
range of 1,000,000-5,000,000 
inhabitants).

Application

Digifort Standard
90 Channels +
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KÜLTÜR 
UNIVERSITY

Istanbul, Turkey

Istanbul Kültür University is 
an institution which provides 

education according to national, 
global and modern values as well 
as international criteria. With this 

characteristic, its objective is to 
become one of the pioneering 

educational institutions in Turkey 
and European Union.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
348 Channels

36 Video Content Analytics

FEDERAL 
UNIVERSITY OF 
AMAZONAS

Manaus, Brazil

The UFAM security center system 
operates today with 278 cameras, 
making it possible to monitor part 
of the total area of 5,997,190.46 
square meters of the University 
Main Campus and also satellite 
units, such as the Arts Center, 
Central Library, Museum and the 
Faculty of Dentistry.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
278 Channels

UNIVERSITY 
OF SÃO PAULO 
(USP)

São Paulo, Brazil

The University’s Prevention 
and Protection Department, 

in partnership with the 
Superintendence of Technology 

Information, inaugurated the USP 
Electronic Monitoring Center on 
January 9th 2018. Provisionally 

installed in the headquarters, the 
central manages a Surveillance 
Center composed of 500 high 
resolution cameras, placed in 

strategic locations of the University. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
500 Channels

20 License Plate Recignition

CAMPUS T2 
GENK

Genk, Belgium

Talent and technology are central 
to the smartest 24,000 m2 of 
Belgium. The education center 
immerse the student in the T2 
campus in a world of interesting 
test setups, free TECHtalks, 
hundreds of training courses, 
start-up greenhouses and so 
much more.

Application

Digifort Standard

BURSA ULUDAĞ 
UNIVERSITY

Bursa, Turkey

Bursa Uludag University 
is one of the best public 

research universities in 
Turkey. The research and 

education conducted by the 
university have an emphasis 

on International Relations, 
Medicine, Engineering, Natural 

& Social sciences and Arts. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
205 Channels



Healthcare
Sector
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TAINAN 
MUNICIPAL
AN-NAN 
HOSPITAL

Annan District, 
Tainan City, 
Taiwan

Teaching hospital for the 
Tainan Municipal Government 

to take care of the nearest 
residents’ medical rights in 
the Beimen area. The main 

diagnosis and treatment 
departments are acute 

diseases and chronic 
diseases, rehabilitation and 

spiritual care.

Application

Digifort Professional

ASIA 
UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL

Taichung, Taiwan

Asia University Hospital is a 
smart community hospital 
that combines medical 
academics, pays attention 
to long-term care groups, 
enhances health promotion 
functions, and is committed 
to serving the people in the 
middle and south of Taiwan.

Application

Digifort Professional

TSAOTUN 
PSYCHIATRIC 
CENTER OF 
MINISTRY OF 
HEALT AND 
WELFARE

Nantou, Taiwan

TPC provides the most 
comprehensive services, 

including acute psychiatric 
ward, rehabilitation ward, 

day wards, outpatient 
department, community 

rehabilitation center, 
home-care team, and half-

way house.

Application

Digifort Professional
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TAICHUNG 
HOSPITAL, 
MINISTRY OF 
HEALTH AND 
WELFARE

Taichung, Taiwan

Taichung Hospital, Ministry of 
Health and Welfare (Taichung 

Hospital) is a hospital affiliated 
to the Ministry of Health and 

Welfare in Taichung City, Taiwan. 
Founded in 1895. The hospital 

responsible for the administration 
of the public health system, social 

welfare, affordable and universal 
health care, pharmaceutical, 

immunization programs & disease 
prevention,

Application

Digifort Professional

HOSPITAL 
CENTER OF 
BEAUVAIS

Beauvais, France

The CHB’s offer of care is very 
vast.  It covers the disciplines of 
medicine, surgery and obstetrics, 
as part of complete hospitalization, 
day hospitalization and home 
hospitalization. Hospital center 
of Beauvais equipped with 160 
fixed and mobile cameras whose 
exploitation is carried out with a 
Digifort solution on different client 
station.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
160 Channels

KARTAL 
KOŞUYOLU 
HOSPITAL

Istanbul, Turkey

The hospital has a new building 
with 40308 m2 closed area and 
441 mattress capacity in Kartal 
in June 2005. The hospital has 
441 beds and 96 intensive care 

beds. There are 12 operating 
rooms have 6 angiography 

catheterization laboratories and 
it is one of the few centers in 

the diagnosis and treatment of 
cardiovascular diseases.

Application

Digifort Explorer & Standard
256 Channels

TAICHUNG 
VETERANS 
GENERAL 
HOSPITAL

Taichung, Taiwan

Taichung Veterans General Hospital 
is a “medical center”- level public 
hospital affiliated to the National 
Army Retirement Officers and 
Mentoring Committee.

Application

Digifort Professional

SHEIKH 
KHALIFA 
SPECIALTY 
HOSPITAL

North Ras Al 
Khaimah, UAE

Sheikh Khalifa Specialty Hospital is 
located in RAK City Ras Al Khaimah 

along Taween and Didda Road 
and is on the UAE coast. It is a 

tertiary hospital highly specialized 
for specific fields of medicine with 

centers of excellence.

Application

7 Channels License Plate Recognition

BUENOS 
AIRES BRITISH 
HOSPITAL

Buenos Aires, 
Argentina

The Buenos Aires British Hospital, 
founded in 1844, is a non-profit, 
public welfare organization, 
devoted to upgrade people’s health 
and to provide medical and hospital 
services of the highest quality 
within strict ethical codes, and with 
a firm commitment to society.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
120 Channels



Hospitality
Sector

GRAND 
MILLENNIUM 
HOTEL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Grand Millennium is located in 
the heart of Abu Dhabi. This 

five-star hotel offers free WiFi 
and rooms with panoramic 

views over the city. Swim above 
Abu Dhabi’s skyline in the 

rooftop swimming pool.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1400 Channels

ALOFT

Abu Dhabi, UAE

It serves spacious rooms and 
outdoor infinity pool, the Aloft 

Abu Dhabi offers tranquility and 
comfort. The hotel is connected 

to the renowned Abu Dhabi 
National Exhibition Center 

(ADNEC) and caters to business 
and leisure guests. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
430 Channels
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LE ROYAL 
MERIDIAN

Abu Dhabi, UAE

A 5-star city hotel in Abu Dhabi 
located between the city center 
and the business district of 
Abu Dhabi. It is ideally located 
in the heart of commercial 
district, yet only a short walk 
from the shopping districts and 
the shimmering sands of the 
Corniche.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
502 Channels



SHERATON 
KHALIDIYA 
HOTEL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Located near the city’s business 
center, great shopping and 

restaurants and the spectacular 
Abu Dhabi Corniche, Sheraton 
Khalidiya combines the latest 

amenities, great service and 
comfort of home, with 262 
luxurious guest rooms and 

suites.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
170 Channels

CITY SEASONS 
AL HAMRA

Abu Dhabi, UAE

The Hotel boasts 310 rooms 
and suites, elegantly appointed 
with modern furnishing and 
amenities. The spacious units 
make for a perfect family room 
with large beds, comfortable 
furniture and every detail for a 
relaxed stay.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
350 Channels
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KEMPINSKI 
BALI

Bali, Indonesia

Standing atop the majestic cliff of 
Nusa Dua, with breathtaking views 

of the Indian Ocean and tropical 
garden, The Apurva Kempinski Bali 

offers the epitome of beachfront 
luxury. This five-star hotel in Bali 

presents itself as a majestic open-
air theatre, an embodiment of 

Indonesian elegance.

Application

Digifort Standard, 
27 Oncam, 360 Panoramic Cameras

HILTON 
ANTWERP

Antwerp, Belgium

The Hilton Antwerp Old Town 
hotel is located on Antwerp’s 

most famous and historic town 
square in the heart of the city 

centre and within walking 
distance of all major Antwerp 
attractions. The hotel building 

formerly housed the Grand 
Bazar Shopping mall and the 

1864 facade still part of the 
hotel.

Application

Digifort Standard
50 Channels

APARTHOTEL 
ADAGIO

 France

Aparthotel ADAGIO member 
of the group Pierre et 
Vacances and Accor Hotel. An 
ideal mix of a self contained 
apartment combined with 
a hotel. Aparthotels feature 
a fully equipped apartment 
with a kitchen, work area with 
internet access, sleeping area 
and bathroom together with a 
living area. There are 35 sites 
equipped with Digifort VMS.

Application

Digifort Enterprise

AL BADA 
RESORT AND 
HOTEL

Al Ain, UAE

Al Bada Hotel and Resort, 
located 10km away from Al 
Ain International Airport, 
surrounded by mesmerizing 
desert. The resort offers 60 
exquisitely appointed Chalets. 
All the chalets at Al Bada 
feature an elegant décor. Each 
air-conditioned chalet offers 
a spacious seating area with a 
dining table and a flat-screen 
TV.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
228 Cameras



RESORTS 
WORLD 
GENTING

Pahang, Malaysia

Resorts World Genting originally 
known as Genting Highlands 
Resort is an integrated hill resort 
development comprising hotels, 
shopping malls, theme parks and 
casinos, perched on the peak of 
Mount Ulu Kali at 1,800 meters 
high and nestled near the border 
between the states of Pahang 
and Selangor.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
60 Channels (Phase 1)

SHANGRI-LA’S 
FAR EASTERN 
PLAZA HOTEL

Taipei, Taiwan

Shangri-La’s Far Eastern 
Plaza Hotel, Taipei, is the 

tallest hotel in the city and 
there are legendary stories 

of its unparalleled views. 
From the top of 43 storeys 

you can see the full glory of 
the dazzling city.

Application

Digifort Enterprise

Hong Kong is an autonomous territory, and the former 
British colony, in southeastern China. It’s vibrant, densely 

populated urban center is a major port and global financial 
hub with a skyscraper-studded skyline. 

HONG KONG

Hong Kong is also the place of our Hong Kong office with a solid team 
of professionals dedicated to South East Asia, providing fast access to 

our support and services which are the keystone of our business.

CORDIS HOTEL

Auckland,
New Zealand

Located in the lively uptown 
area near Upper Queen Street 
and Karangahape Road, Cordis, 
Auckland is surrounded by a 
vibrant neighbourhood. From this 
central location, guests can stroll 
to the Auckland Domain or explore 
the city’s museums, galleries and 
thriving retail scene.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
200 Channels
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CONRAD
HONG KONG

Admiralty,
Hong Kong

Conrad Hong Kong is a five-star hotel in Hong 
Kong and is a hotel brand under the Hilton Hotels 
Group. The hotel opened in 1993 with a 22-storey 
building offering over 500 deluxe rooms managed 
by Conrad Group.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
300 Channels

VIBE CENTRO

Kai Tak, Hong Kong

Vibe Centro is one of exquisite 
urban riverside duplex 
residences in Kai Tak District. It 
features world-class cultural and 
entertainment zones, superb 
infrastructure, a Metro Park, 
and a harbor front promenade, 
creating a new era with limitless 
opportunities.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
410 Channels

REGAL HOTEL 
GROUP HONG 
KONG

Hong Kong

Regal Hotels International is one of the largest 
hotel groups in Hong Kong and has grown rapidly 
in mainland China. Each of the Regal Hotels is well-
positioned with comprehensive housing, business, 
dining and entertainment.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
Video Content Analytics
1553 Channels from total 4 hotels

MOUNT 
NICHOLSON

Hong Kong

The Mount Nicholson is a peak 
luxury development located in the 
most prestigious and sought-after 
mountaintop area in Hong Kong. It 

is one of the most expensive and 
luxury apartment building in Hong 
Kong. The apartments are hidden 

in the beautiful and tranquil natural 
environment at the top of the 

mountain.

Application

Digifort Professional
120 Channels

Video Content Analytics



Public Venue 
& Stadium
Sector

The Huizhong Temple is an 
elegance temple of five-story 

high ceiling, with a total 
area of   about 3,000 pyeong. 

Located in the seventh phase 
of the re-division of the 

essence of Taichung City. This 
building is rich and varied 

appearance will certainly give 
you a different experience. 

Application

Digifort Professional

FO GUANG 
SHAN HUI 
ZHONG TEMPLE

Taichung, Taiwan

TSAI-LIAO 
FOSSIL 
MUSEUM OF 
TAINAN CITY

Tainan, Taiwan

The museum is located by the 
Tsai-liao River, Zuozhen District. 
It holds exhibitions on a regular 
basis, with each featuring a 
theme based on fossil varieties 
and characteristics. Both 
educational and entertaining, 
the exhibitions serve to 
motivate students to learn 
more about fossils and enhance 
their effectiveness in learning.

Application

Digifort Professional

CHINA 
TAIWAN FILM 
PROMOTION 
PARK

Taichung, Taiwan
Application

Digifort Professional

In order to build Taichung 
City into an international film 

exchange and cultural tourism 
city, the Information Bureau 

promote the “China Taiwan Film 
Promotion Park” project. Smart 

City, the “China Taiwan Film 
Center” provides collection, 
screening, performance and 
rest functions. Integrate and 

connect the upstream and 
downstream of the film and 

television industry chain.

51
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2018 
TAICHUNG 
WORLD FLORA 
EXPOSITION

Taichung, Taiwan

The Flora Exposition is a platform to 
present the world with the hard works of 
the flower and fruit farmers of Taiwan, the 
ingenuity of the cultural creativity design, 
the endeavors of the volunteers, and 
even the highly praised human kindness 
of Taiwan. It allows the world to focus on 
Taichung. Most importantly, it allows the 
world to further understand Taiwan.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
Video Content Analytics

Application

Digifort Professional

WANDA POWER 
PLANT

Nantou, Taiwan

Located about 2 kilometres (1.2 
mi) downstream and was the only 

part of the project to be completed 
before the construction halted due 
to World War II. In order to obtain 

more electricity, Wanda Power 
Station was built. It uses water from 

the Wanda River, a branch of the 
Zhuoshui, to generate power of up 
to 15,000 watts. The drop in height 

is 275 meters.

Application

Digifort Professional

The park is located in Taichung 
and managed by Economic 

Development Bureau, Taichung 
City Government. It was developed 

to coordinate with the national 
policy to upgrade the technology 

of the machinery industry and 
to form a cooperative and 

complementary system with the 
Central Taiwan Science Park.

TAICHUNG CITY 
PRECISION 
MACHINERY 
INNOVATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
PARK

Taichung, Taiwan

MACC HQ 
PUTRAJAYA

Putrajaya, Malaysia

The Malaysian Anti-Corruption 
Commission is a government 

agency in Malaysia that 
investigates and prosecutes 
corruption in the public and 

private sectors. The three-
tower complex was specifically 

designed to cater to the 
agency’s operational needs. 

Sitting on a 2.07-hectare site, 
the beautiful complex consists 
of block A, B and C with 14, 18 

and 22 storeys respectively.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
40 Channels

EMIRATED 
AUTHORITY FOR 
STANDARDIZATION 
& METROLOGY

Dubai, UAE

Application

Digifort Standard
32 Channels

ESMA is responsible for 
granting the Emirates Quality 
Mark for national products, 
issuing certificates of 
conformity of commodities 
to standards, and accrediting 
testing and calibration 
laboratories.



Located in valley Causeway Bay Hong Kong Island, Hong Kong Stadium is 
the main sports venue of Hong Kong. Redeveloped from the old Government 
Stadium, it reopened as Hong Kong Stadium in March 1994. It has a maximum 
seating capacity of 40,000, including 18,260 at the main level, 3,173 at 
executive level, 18,510 upper level seats and 57 seats for wheelchair users. Most 
international football matches held in Hong Kong are held at this stadium.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
70 Channels

HONG KONG 
STADIUM

Causeway Bay,
Hong Kong

EAST KOWLOON 
CULTURAL 
CENTRE

Kwun Tong,
Hong Kong

The East Kowloon Cultural Centre 
is a proposed cultural centre in 

Hong Kong. It is located at Kwun 
Tong. The East Kowloon Cultural 

Centre is major arts organisations, 
district arts organisations/groups, 

and recreational and cultural 
services. The main hirer of the 

performing arts venue, etc.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
304 Channels
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ADNEC 
(ABU DHABI 
NATIONAL 
EXHIBITION 
COMPANY)

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Over recent years, Abu Dhabi has been 
continually climbing the ranks as a leading 

destination in the Middle East’s rapidly 
developing MICE sector. Moreover, the 

contribution of this vitally important sector 
to the economic growth of the region itself 

has increased manifold over the past few 
years. One of the key drivers behind this 

phenomenal growth is Abu Dhabi National 
Exhibitions Company (ADNEC), which was 

established by the government in 2005 
with the objective of becoming the region’s 

leading venue provider for international 
exhibitions, conferences and events.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1370 Channels

Application

Digifort Professional

Rosario Central is a football club 
which plays in the Gigante de 
Arrollito stadium, located in the 
confluence of Avellaneda Boulevard 
and Génova Avenue, in the Lisandro 
de la Torre neighborhood (popularly 
known as Arroyito), in north-east 
Rosario.

ROSARIO 
CENTRAL 
STADIUM

Santa Fe, 
Argentina



The Ministry was created in 1971 shortly after the federal 
government was established. It oversees the court 
system of the United Arab Emirates and any associated 
prosecutorial services. Other responsibilities include 
appointing judges, and providing licenses to attorneys, 
translators, and legal experts.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
609 Channels

UAE MINISTRY
OF JUSTICE

Abu Dhabi, UAE

STATE AUDIT
INSTITUTION

Abu Dhabi, UAE

The State Audit Institution (SAI) is the Supreme audit 
authority in the United Arab Emirates. The SAI is an 
independent body and attached to the Federal National 
Council. Besides auditing the federal government entities 
SAI mandate also include fighting fraud and corruption.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
340 Channels
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JUSTICE COURT 
AJMAN

Ajman, UAE

Ajman is one of the seven 
emirates (states) of the United 
Arab Emirates. The jurisdiction 
of courts can consider urgent 

cases and petitions of all 
types, including petitions 
of attachments, orders of 
payment and complaints 

The building has an inspiring 
architecture with “grand” look. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
120 Channels

JUSTICE COURT 
SHARJAH

Ajman, UAE

Sharjah City borders Dubai 
to the south and Ajmân to 
the north, and the three form 
a conurbation. The court lies 
some 170 kilometers away 
from the UAE capital city 
Abu Dhabi. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
80 Channels

MINISTRY OF 
JUSTICE
ABU DHABI

Abu Dhabi, UAE

The project’s scope of work 
consist of 4-storey court 

building located at Sector No 
SW17, Khalifa City A, Abu Dhabi. 

The facilities will also feature 
courtrooms, offices, theater, 

gate building, service building, 
roads, parking and other 

amenities spread over an area 
more than 400000 square feet.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
130 Channels



AUQAF PUNJAB 
PAKISTAN

Pakistan : Lahore, 
Multan, Pakpattan 
etc

Auqaf and Religious Affairs 
Department is a department of 
Government of Punjab, Pakistan. 
Digifort provide the supply, installation, 
configuration and 5 years maintenance 
of CCTV security cameras at Auqaf 
Punjab Pakistan. Integrating 15 
shrines of Punjab with 147 cameras 
through Digifort spread over 19 sites 
(extendable to minimum 32 cameras 
on each site).

Application

Digifort Professional 
VMS License : 147
Alarm System & Audio Communication

ZAYED 
AGRICULTURAL 
CENTER

Baniyas -
Abu Dhabi, UAE

The foundation aims to the inclusion 
of enrolled students with special needs 

into the productive and social life by 
teach them agricultural production skills, 

beekeeping and honey production in 
addition to the fish, animal and poultry 

breeding and producing.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
31 Channels

ZAYED HIGHER 
ORGANIZATION 
FOR 
HUMANITARIAN 
CARE AND 
SPECIAL NEEDS

Mafraq -
Abu Dhabi, UAE

The Center offering social and 
humanitarian services to people with 
special needs in Abu Dhabi Emirate to 
support and strengthen their position as 
active members of the society.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
323 Channels

ZAYED  HIGHER
ORGANIZATION 
AUTISM CENTER

Al Zahara -
Abu Dhabi, UAE

Known as Abu Dhabi Center for 
Autism, then it was handed over 

to Zayed Higher Organization for 
Humanitarian Care in 2006. The 

Center provides specialized services to 
student to suffering austic disorders.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
120 Channels

NATIONAL 
SEARCH AND 
RESQUE CENTER

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Application

Digifort Professional
56 Channels

The Center undertakes all the assigned 
tasks in coordination with local and federal 
authorities in all aid and emergency 
processes. On the other hand, the Center 
works on implementing the international 
standards and specifications of the 
devices, equipment, installations and tools 
needed for search & rescue, and issuing 
orders and regulations required therefor.
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DUBAI 
INVESTMENT 
PARK

Dubai, UAE

Dubai Investments Park is 
a unique, self-contained 
mixed-use industrial, 
commercial and residential 
complex. Spread across an 
area of 2300 hectares (with 
1,700 hectares leased), it is 
a city within a city offering 
world-class infrastructure 
and outstanding facilities 
and services.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
100 Channels
54 ANPR



Retail
Sector

61

CANARY 
WHARF

London, UK

Canary Wharf is 97 acres (39 
hectares) and contains around 

16,000,000 square feet (1,500,000 
m2) of office and retail space. 

It comprises many open areas, 
including Canada Square, Cabot 

Square and Westferry Circus. 
Together with Heron Quays, West 

India Quay and Wood Wharf, it 
forms the Canary Wharf Estate.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
450 Channels

JE DE PAUME

Beauvais, France

Commercial complex with 
a large car park all both 
fully equipped with Digifort 
solution. 200 cameras are 
covering this commercial 
center with Security room for 
control from Digifort client 
station.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
200 Channels

RAK MALL

Ras Al Khaimah, 
UAE

RAK Mall comes with a built-
up area of approximately 
700,000 sq. ft and is also 
noteworthy for its striking 
architecture, which at the 

same time is spacious and 
well-laid. It combines the best 

in retail with fine dining and 
entertainment for family.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
300 Channels



CITYPLAZA

Taikoo, Hong Kong

Cityplaza is an office and shopping 
development, owned and managed 

by Swire Properties, at Taikoo 
Shing, Hong Kong. The 6 level 

shopping centre, connected to Tai 
Koo Station, houses more than 

170 shops, restaurants, a cinema 
and an indoor ice rink. Constantly 

updates its seasonal decoration, 
and also has frequent art, sport and 
exhibitions in the public space near 

the MTR station.

Application

Digifort Enterprise 400 Channels
Video Content Analytics

160 Video Synopsis

SEACON 
SQUARE

Bangkok, Thailand

Seacon Square shopping and 
entertainment complex. Two 
locations served as landmark of 
Bangkok East and West. The center 
having a total leasable area of 
180,000 square meters, is landlord 
to 15 major tenants and more than 
400 specialty shops. Approximate 
more than 2 million visitors patronize 
the center monthly, it is one of 
Southeast Asia’s biggest malls.

Application

Digifort Professional
16 LPR at Srinakarin
8 LPR at Bangkae

CITYWALK

Tsuen Wan,
Hong Kong

Citywalk is one of the largest 
shopping centers in Tsuen Wan, 
New Territories, Hong Kong. It is 
jointly developed by Sino Land and 
Urban Renewal Authority. It was 
opened in December 2007. It is the 
first “green” shopping mall in Hong 
Kong. It has “Citywalk Plaza” and 
“Vertical Garden” at the center of 
the mall, with landscaped water 
features and a hybrid chiller system 
to improve air quality.

Application

Digifort Enterprise 350 Channels
Video Content Analytics
License Plate Recognition

EVOLVE 
CONCEPT
MALL

Selangor, Malaysia

Evolve Concept Mall 
challenges and reinvents 
the traditional shopping 
experience by breaking the 
mould of typical retail malls. It 
has more than 140 shops over 
5 floors.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
230 Channels
20 Video Content Analytics
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IKEA PENANG 
MALAYSIA

Penang, Malaysia

As part of the overall expansion 
plan in Southeast Asia, the arrival 

of IKEA Batu Kawan, the first 
store in the northern region will 

further extend convenient access 
and quality home furnishings 

at affordable prices. Connected 
through the Penang second link 

bridge from the island and major 
highways, Lebuhraya Bandar Cassia 

and North-South Expressway. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
320 Channels

24 Video Content Analytics 

FAR EASTERN 
DAPARTMENT 
STORE

Hsinchu, Taiwan

One of the biggest 
department stores in Hsinchu. 

All sorts of brand name 
fashion goods are available 

here, you will see some familiar 
names.

Application

Digifort Enterprise



The National Investment Corporation (NIC) has 
announced plans to upgrade the existing Marina 
Mall Abu Dhabi.

The expansion project is scheduled to begin 
in the second half of 2018 and will add 
300,000sqm to the mall’s footprint. The 
extension is projected to increase footfall by 
35%. NIC will also begin upgrading some of the 
mall’s current facilities in early 2018.

These new plans will allow us to rejuvenate 
and heighten the experience we offer our 
customers for many years to come. By adding 
to the incredible mix of shopping, dining and 
entertainment options we already offer as well 
as building an even greater environment for our 
customers we will reinforce our position as the 
destination of choice for people and families of 
all ages.

MARINA MALL

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1040 Channels

MANAR MALL

Ras Al Khalmah, 
UAE

Situated on the stunning 
Ras Al Khaimah corniche, 

Manar Mall is one of the most 
popular shopping and leisure 

destinations in Ras Al Khaimah. 
Comprising of hypermarket, 

cafes and restaurants, 120 
stores of popular brands and 

convenient parking.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
430 Channels
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Located some 250 kms west 
of Abu Dhabi city, Ruwais 
Industrial and Housing Complex is 
developed by Abu Dhabi National 
Oil Company (ADNOC) as a 
major contributor to the national 
economy and represents a series of 
multi million dollar investments by 
the company.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
430 Channels
Failover

MAGAZINE 
LUIZA

São Paulo, Brazil

Magazine Luiza S/A is a retailer 
of electronics and furniture. 

Magazine Luiza has more than 
800 stores, is present in 16 states 

of the country and its business 
model today is characterized as 
a digital platform with physical 

points. Its e-commerce operation 
won 12 times the Diamond trophy 
in the Excellence Award in Quality 

Electronic Commerce.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
1971 Channels

I/O Modules integrate with alarm system

ADNOC 
RUWAIS MALL

Abu Dhabi, UAE



WALMART 
BRAZIL

Brazil

It consists of an event detection monitoring 
system using alarm panels and warning the 
Operational Control Center, where the Digifort 
solution is centralized and receives these events in 
an integrated way to the alarm software. 

At its headquarters, Walmart has a server with 
approximately 6,000 registered cameras. These 
cameras are distributed in their retail units with 
analog technology connected to DVRs, recording 
and being monitored locally.

In addition to the cameras, the stores have alarm 
panels with the most varied types of sensors. 
Whenever a trigger of any device (motion sensor, 
electric fence, panic button, etc.) connected to 
a local alarm panel is triggered, that panel itself 
sends the sector data to the alarm monitoring 
software that recognizes and activates the 
Digifort that starts recording and live monitoring 
of the cameras attached to the sector. This way 
it is possible to have centralized only 1 server and 
without compromising the band, because the 
connections are on demand.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
6000 Channels

POLUS CITY 
CENTER

Bratislava, Slovakia

Shopping mall 40.280 m2 and 
two office towers 35.788 m2.
Records 150 cameras to thre 

servers, working with four 
workstations who displayed on 
12x43” LCD a 3x27” LCD in two 

security operators rooms.
Buildings was refurbished in 

years 2015 - 2016.

Application

Digifort Professional
150 Channels

EPERIA

Prešov, Slovakia

Shopping mall 21.200 m2.
Records 81 cameras to one 
server, working with two 
workstations who displayed 
on 9x43” LCD in one security 
operators room. Building was 
finished in year 2017.

Application

Digifort Professional
81 Channels

PACIFIC SOGO

Taoyuan County, 
Taiwan

It is Zhongli Store which is 
located in Taoyuan County in 

Taiwan. The store specializes in 
name brands and luxury goods. 

Digifort provides the monitoring 
systems upgraded.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
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Safe City

69

Sector
URBAN 
MONITORING
CENTER

Malagueño, 
Argentina

Malagueño in the region of Córdoba 
with it’s 9,364 residents is a place 

located in Argentina - 658 km North-
West of Buenos Aires, the country’s 
capital. Digifort provides services in 

citizen monitoring.

Application

Digifort Professional

URBAN 
MONITORING
CENTER

Avellaneda, 
Argentina

The municipality of Avellaneda was allocating 
the necessary resources to make COM an 
efficient support. For the implementation 
of video-surveillance, communication and 
creation of statistics, a large investment in 
technology has been developed. Specifically, 
34,451 linear meters of fiber optics have been 
laid, 595 meters of communication towers 
and a data center of 330 TB of storage have 
been built. This project was the winner of the 
2018 alas for the best public security project 
in Latin America and Caribbean.

Application Digifort Enterprise 763 Channels



MUNICIPALITY 
CONCÓN

Concón, Chile

Application

Digifort Enterprise
272 Channels

Chile is a country under 
constant threat of earthquakes 
and Tsunamis along the coast.
Municipality Concon has 
installed Digifort surveillance 
system in order to prevent the  
crime and also alert individuals 
via speaker. The city benefits 
from a greater level of public 
security for citizens and tourist 
alike.

The building is a renovated integrated command 
and control center to address the management 
of security, emergencies, public services and 
mobility of the municipality. The building where 
it was built is the former Tucan factory, located in 
a strategic location of Tres de Febrero.

In this new space, an urban video surveillance 
system with state-of-the-art equipment and 
technology for monitoring, recording, video 
analysis, vehicle patent capture, face recognition 
and data storage systems.

Video Surveillance System
Centralized reception of the video images of the 
cameras available throughout the district (fixed 
positions, 360 ° domes, combined kits, ALPR 
systems and mobile cameras) that allows:

MONITORING 
CENTER OF 
TRES DE 
FEBRERO
(3F COM)

Villa Bosch, 
Argentina

Application

Digifort Enterprise
946 Channels

See the selected images in the video wall
Receive at the operator’s station
Record automatically and on demand
Grant user permissions for viewing and 
recording.

MUNICIPALIDAD 
DE VILLARINO

Bahia Bianca City, 
Argentina

Located at the south of Bahia Blanca 
city, in Buenos Aires Province is Villarino 

City, a key point where the N°22 National 
Route shares its junction with N°3 

National Route. 90% of the traffic that 
goes from Buenos Aires to Neuquen, 
Chile and all the Patagonia are using 
this intersection. The City of Villarino 

have chosen Digifort as a trusted VMS 
along with our LPR solution at such an 
important junction in monitoring of its 

citizens for protection and safety.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
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MUNICIPALITY 
SAN SALVADOR

San Salvador,
El Savador

Application

Digifort Enterprise
514 Channels
34 License Plate Recognation Module

The video surveillance system of the 
911 has more than 500 cameras in the 
metropolitan area of   San Salvador linked 
with 500 kilometers of optical fiber, this 
has contributed to the clarification of a 
large number of criminal acts. 

ABU DHABI 
MUNICIPALITY

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Abu Dhabi City Municipality 
developed a number of 
key objectives, notably the 
implementation of projects 
aimed at establishing modern 
infrastructure for the city 
including bridges, drainage 
systems, road networks, modern 
means of transportation, 
consolidation of comprehensive 
development projects. In line with 
the policies of the government 
which aim at making Abu Dhabi 
a modern capital city, It is its 
priority to create an ideal living 
environment for city residents, 
with unmatched quality of life 
and modern amenities.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
500 Channels

MUNICIPALITY 
BERMEJO

Bermejo, Bolivia

Within the project “Safe City”, 
in Bermejo, a system of more 

than 300 surveillance cameras 
was installed. 95 percent of 

the investigations had positive 
results, and thanks to the 

surveillance system that help 
the Bermejo government to 

establish a safe city 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
316 Channels

9 License Plate Recognition Module

VILNIUS CITY 
MUNICIPALITY

Vilnius, Lithuania

The municipal authority in Vilnius and FIMA worked 
together to build Lithuania’s first public CCTV. More 
than 112 stationary and remote control video cameras 
were set up in vulnerable areas and around tourist 
attractions. Some cameras were also sited in some 
of the most unsafe areas including underground 
passageways.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
112 Channels
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ŞAHİNBEY CITY 
MUNICIPALITY

Gaziantep, Turkey

Application

Digifort Standard, Professional & 
Enterprise
936 Channels

Sahinbey is a district of Gaziantep 
Province of Turkey. The population 
is 730,562 as of 2010. It is the 
location of a large amount of 
student housing for the public 
University of Gaziantep, as well as 
the site of two private universities: 
Zirve and Hasan Kalyoncu. Digifort 
is installed across the municipality 
such as city parks and bus stations.

PRISON OF 
YPRES

Ypres, Belgium

Ypres prison was initially used as 
a prison, but today it is also used 
as a house of sorrow. It is a small 

penitentiary institution: it currently 
has 55 cells. The Masterplan III 

provides for the extension of the 
56 cell to provide a total capacity 
of 111 places. An extension would 
also improve efficiency & better 

proportion between the number of 
prisoners and staff members.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
150 Channels

FailOver
Perimeter VCA on Thermal Cameras

AUCKLAND 
COUNCIL 
PUBLIC SPACES

Auckland,
New Zealand

Application

Digifort Professional
5 sites with 100 channels each

The ways Auckland will change 
over the next 30 years present 
challenges and opportunities for 
planning, developing and managing 
the parks and open spaces. A fast 
growing city inevitably means more 
peoplewill use our parks and open 
spaces and undertake a wider 
range of activities. 

CORDOBA CITY 
PROJECT

Cordoba, Argentina

Cordoba is a city in the geographic 
center of Argentina, in the foothills 
of the Sierras Chicas on the Suquía 

River, about 700 km (435 mi) 
northwest of the Buenos Aires. 

The city receives a constant flow 
of students from the North-East, 

Southwest regions of Argentina and 
of other South American countries, 

which increases gradually the city 
population.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
Video Analytics

License Plate Recognition

İZMİR POLİCE
DEPARTMENT

Izmir, Turkey

The police force is responsible
for law enforcement in cities and
some exceptional locations, such

as airports, which they protect
with the help of the customs

office. Traffic Police ensure the
safety of transportation and also

work with registration of vehicles.
The Turkish Police also play a big
part in important intelligence and

counter-terrorist operations.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
168 Channels

EZEIZA CITY

Ezeiza, Argentina

Application

Digifort Enterprise

Ezeiza is the capital city of the 
Ezeiza Partido within the Greater 
Buenos Aires area in Argentina. 
Ezeiza is one of the fastest-growing 
cities in Argentina; the city and its 
surroundings are known for the 
many gated communities there, 
as well as for the Ministro Pistarini 
International Airport.
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Shipping 
Ports
Sector

DP WORLD 
ANTWERP 
GATEWAY

Antwerp, Belgium

DP World Antwerp is a 
leading stevedore in the Port 

of Antwerp, offering a wide 
range of high quality container 
services. DP World Antwerp is 
part of DP World and operates 
the Antwerp Gateway terminal 
at the Deurganckdock. Digifort 

integrated solution was 
installed for multi sites. 

Application

Digifort Enterprise
VCA based on Thermal Imaging
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TOSYALI 
SHIPPING 
AND PORT 
MANAGEMENT CO.

İskenderun, Turkey

Tosyalı Shipping and Port 
Management Inc., with a budget 
of 125 million USD, aims to operate 
the port with a total capacity of 8 
million tons in the first half of 2018, 
with 4.5 million tons of coal and 
3.5 million tons of other cargo. 
Tosyalı Iskenderun Port, which 
is being built by the company, 
will be commissioned within the 
targeted period.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
100 Channels
6 License Plate Recognition

BORUSAN 
LOJİSTİK

İzmir - Gemlik - 
Tuzla - Tavșanlı, 
Turkey

Borusan Lojistik has retained 
the leading position in the 

sector as an integrated logistics 
service provider. In 2012, the 

company even went one step 
further and overtook Balnak, 

one of the 10 great players 
in the sector, to buttress its 

already powerful position in the 
industry.

Application

Digifort Standard
120 Channels

Digifort is installed in all the ports of Uruguay, including “Montevideo Port” and “Colonia Port” 
both with Digifort Enterprise and LPR solution.



Transportation
Sector

Brussels 
Airport

Digifort Enterprise multiple servers including 
Fail-Over for more than 1000 cameras.

Digifort’s presence in Belgium 
spans more than a decade and 
has seen strong growth in this 
region. We will continue to 
serve this community as well as 
global cities through constant 
innovations and listening closely 
to the local businesses as a 
source of raw materials for our 
future developments.

Belgium is a country in Western 
Europe, known for medieval 
towns, Renaissance architecture 
and as headquarters of the 
European Union and NATO. The 
country has distinctive regions 
including Dutch-speaking 
Flanders to the north, French-
speaking Wallonia to the 

south and a German-speaking 
community to the east.

Digifort is proud to be taking 
part in providing better safety 
and security for its citizens and 
tourists visiting this wonderful 
country.



The United Kingdom has a network 
of roads, of varied quality and 
capacity, totalling about 262,300 
miles (422,100 km). Road distances 
are shown in miles or yards and 
UK speed limits are indicated in 
miles per hour or by the use of the 
national speed limit symbol. Some 
vehicle categories have various 
lower maximum limits enforced by 
speed limiters.

Application

Digifort Enterprise

DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION
CHIAYI CITY 
GOVERNMENT

Chiayi, Taiwan

There is a project to expand 
infrastructure investment in 

Chiayi - the ‘’Forward-looking 
Infrastructure Development 

Program’’. Elevated railway is 
the beginning of change for 
Chiayi. It will not only bring 

traffic and transportation 
benefits, but can also improve 
the overall urban environment.

Application

Digifort Standard
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THE VENICE 
TERMINAL 
PASSEGGERI 
(VTP)

Venice, Italy

The Venice Terminal Passeggeri 
(VTP) was founded to manage 

and improve the traffic in the 
port of Venice. Safety to the 

passengers and the workers is 
very important to the VTP. This 
is why since the VTP was put in 

place they have increased the 
safety of the harbor by using new 

and sophisticated technology. 
There is 24 hour video surveillance 

with 100 cameras.

Application

Digifort Professional

COMBINANT

Antwerp, Belgium

Combinant (Combined Terminal Antwerp) is an open access 
rail terminal for intermodal transport, located in the port of 
Antwerp. Combinant can offer an extensive European train 
network. By replacing part of the road transport with rail 
transport, the environment is less burdened.

Application

Digifort Standard
Mobile Apps

UK ROADS

 United Kingdom



ARTERIS is one of the largest 
companies in the highway concessions 

sector in Brazil, with more than 
3,400 kilometers managed. Through 

its concessionaires, the company 
runs highways in five states and is 

responsible for the operation of five 
federal and four state concessionaires. 

Such a large and complex scenario 
requires a well-developed safety design 

to ensure everyone’s safety. 

To make the project viable, the use 
of Digifort, intelligent monitoring 

software was necessary. Whenever a 
unusual situation happens, the central 

monitoring is alerted by a screen 
pop-up. This way the operator can 

take immediate action, such as using 
the camera to zoom in on the scene, 
opening the audio and checking, for 

example, why a door is open for a long 
time, so that the company has made 
toll enforcement more efficient with 

modern monitoring system, automation 
and process innovation. More than 200 

“smart” cameras guard the cabins 24 
hours a day on the highway.

Application

Digifort Enterprise
206 Channels

11 I/O Device licenses

Application

Digifort Enterprise 120 Channels
Video Analytics
License Plate Recognition

Caminos de las Sierras is the 
concessionaire of the Access 
Network to Córdoba (RAC). The 
RAC is integrated by 9 routes. 
Manage all the highways of 
Cordoba Province in Argentina. 
First project for intelligent 
Highways in Argentina :

CAMINOS DE 
LAS SIERRAS

Cordoba, Argentina

Río Cuarto City highway.
Villa Maria City Highway.
Villa Carlos Paz City Highway.

ARTERIS
HIGHWAY 
CONCESSIONAIRE

Curitiba, BrazilExpanding the International Airport of El Salvador (AIES) 
will occur in four phases from 2014-2032, as provided by 
new master plan for development of the terminal, which was 
presented by the CEPA in December 2013. It will restore and 
rehabilitate and expand the terminal. The new renovated 
terminal will have a three-story building where it will separate 
the traffic flows of passengers arriving and departing.

EL  SALVADOR 
AIRPORT CEPA

San Salvador,
El Salvador

Application

Digifort Enterprise
800 Channels
Integration of Access, Fire and 
Building Automation.

EL SALVADOR 
ROAD SAFETY

El Salvador

The Ministry of Public Works 
(MOP) is responsible for the 
planning, improvements and 

construction of the country’s road 
network. The network consists of 
Urban Road Corridors that have 
high traffic. Urban roads enable 

connectivity within cities and with 
the intercity road network in such 

a way that facilitates economic, 
trade, educational, industrial and 

social activities in cities.

Application

Digifort Professional
180 Channels

License Plate Recognition Analytics
Video Synopsis
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